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This isn't the happiest time of year for
Porsche owners. With the temperature
dropping, the driving season is coming
to an end. It's not time to park them
yet, but it's certainly time to think
about it.
The Red River Region's Christmas
Banquet is something to look forward
to this Christmas season. The party
will once again be held at the Manitoba Club - thanks
again to Paz and Lisa Fernando for arranging this. If
you haven't attended this event in the past, join us this
year for a great evening. It begins with a cocktail hour
including hot and cold hors d'oeurves, followed by
dinner with your choice of three entrees. The evening
will also include a casino which was enjoyed by
everyone last year.. Play money will be provided to
everyone. You will be able to purchase more play
money if you wish. As well, there will be raffle prizes
with all the proceeds going to charity. Ticket prices are
$70 per person which are subsidized by the Red River
Region. You should have received your invitation in
the mail. If you haven't received it, please contact me.
You will need to return your RSVP card and payment
by November 25.
In other news, PCA National advised the Board in
September that our Region was not incorporated, and
we would need to be incorporated to continue to
receive our rebates. With some guidance from one of
our members, we applied to the Manitoba Companies
Branch to register our name. This process will be
completed in about four weeks.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/rrpca/

Red River Region
Membership Report
1 November 2016

RRR Primary Members: 178
Affiliates: 121
Total: 299
PCA Total Membership: 75,000+
Please welcome our new member:

Ken Schiffman
2014 911 Turbo

David
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EDITOR’S COLUMN

EDITOR’S COLUMN

For an enthusiast, there’s
nothing more satisfying than a
road trip, and nothing more
frustrating when something
goes wrong when you’re on
one. Fair warning: I’m going to
rant a little here...
Over Thanksgiving, my wife and I took a drive out to
Calgary and Banff to see my sister and her family. We
took our “daily driver” - our 2007 Volkswagen GTI.
The trip was great - despite the rotten weather and icy
roads - but as we were cruising along at 120km/h just
west of Brandon, disaster struck.
I felt a slight shuddering vibration and looking in the
mirror, saw a puff of smoke. The Check Engine light
started to flash and I pulled over. Visual check of the
engine bay revealed nothing amiss so I restarted and
the engine was running roughly. We limped a few
miles into town and stopped at the first repair shop we
saw - a national chain.
Long story short, and after the second shop has had
our car for over two weeks, it’s been determined that
the little turbo 4-cylinder (with less than 100,000 wellmaintained kilometres on the clock) has a broken
exhaust valve. Expensive!
Which brings me to the second part of my rant, and a
cautionary note. We’d been looking to replace the GTI
soon(ish) and our timetable just accelerated. So I’ve
been looking at and driving a bunch of comparable
cars - Audi A3 (fast, pretty, but soulless and unengaging without a manual transmission); Subaru
WRX (proper fast, brutally purposeful looking, but
cringingly Japanese inside with flashing lights and
hard plastic everywhere); and horror of horrors...

ESTABLISHED 1989

...another GTI. This one, a 2015 Mk7 with
~40,000km that seemed quite nice.
The new generation GTI has been lauded almost
unanimously in the press as a mature, competent,
luxurious, and fast hot hatch, and my drive of one
bore it out. I want this car. But it was being offered by
a non-VW dealer and I’d only seen it at night, so I
booked another visit for Saturday morning to
examine it in the daylight. And boy, am I glad I did.
The Carfax had revealed a couple of minor shunts
which concerned me but about which I maintained an
open mind. Close examination made it up for me.
Evidence remained in the form of a noticeably
wrinkled driver’s side doorjamb and misaligned trim
on the front lip. Worn through leather on the driver’s
seat bolster and lack of any service stamps in the
warranty booklet sealed it - this car is not for me. So
got back into the 911 and motored off - the search is
still on.
And speaking of the 911, I’ve been really racking up
the mileage in the last few weeks, using the car as a
daily driver and even schlepping my ice hockey stuff
around in it. For the most part, it’s performed without
complaint. Pretty good for a 31-year-old car with
nearly 132,000 miles. Although the heater blowers
seem to have given up earlier this afternoon...
In any event, the car’s been driven a lot in the last
couple weeks and I took great pleasure today in
washing the mud off and cleaning up the interior. I
think the car feels better too. Now to get something
else to drive for when the snow flies!
Dallas

Ph: (204) 772-7733 • Fax: (204) 772-8858 • info@pressroomonline.ca
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NEW 911RSR

REVEALED?
By Dallas Ewen

Last week, “Fans of the 12 Hours” reported seeing the car
pictured testing at Sebring.
The car presumably is the new Porsche 911 RSR, unveiled by
Porsche earlier this year (albeit in a head-on only photo) and
destined for competition in sports car racing. Speculation is
rampant as to powerplant for the car, and even its powertrain
configuration. While the production 911 is of course rearengined, the car pictured might have a mid-engine layout, based
on the distinctive diffuser arrangement seen at the rear of the car.
While dispensation would need to be obtained from the FIA and
other sanctioning bodies for the car to race as a “911", this is not
unprecedented, as the famed “GT1" 911s of the late 1990s were
also mid-engined.

1998 Porsche GT-1 “Strassenversion”. Photo: supercars.net

Whether the car benefits from forced induction or not also is
unclear. Some viewers of the video, located at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2W40p8vi6U, speculate
turbocharging with a sequential or PDK transmission.
In any event, the mystery should be cleared up at the car’s
official unveiling at the Los Angeles auto show in November.
Discounted rates for Red River Region PCA Members
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VISIT https://www.pca.org/news/2016-10-04/enter-fall-raffle-chance-win-porsche-718-cayman-s
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FORMULA ONE WEEKEND

10-12 June 2016

by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited

After years of saying “we should do that”, I finally committed to
attending the Formula One Canadian Grand Prix in Montreal. I've
wanted to go for years but every time we talked about it, we
found that we had missed hotels for that year, or someone was
having a baby / wedding / house purchase that year etc. etc… So
this time we planned it a year and a half in advance, so everyone
could stop having babies and book a weekend off well ahead of
time.
Step one was to find a hotel. It seems that hotel prices in
Montreal go from $200 a night to “sky's the limit” that weekend,
and a friend of mine who has attended before suggested that we
call the Alt Hotel in Griffintown. It's close to the track and
downtown Montreal, and apparently it doesn't jack its prices up
for sporting events or concerts. I wasn't able to book on line, I
had to call and was put in touch with a very nice guy (I think his
name was François) and he gave me the deal. Four night
minimum stay, no cancellations, and you pay right now a year
and half before the race. On his part, he would make sure that if
the Grand Prix weekend moved on the calendar, that our booking
would go with it.

So now we were committed and going. We just needed
tickets. I researched seat selection to death, and concluded
that the east end of grandstand 11, on the outside of turn 1
and 2 would be best. From there you can see down the
main straight, you can see the pit exit, and obviously you
can see the first couple of corners where Hamilton and
Rosberg would duke it out for the same bit of tarmac on
the Sunday. There is also a huge Jumbotron immediately
opposite so you can make an effort to follow the race. The
tickets were purchased through Octane Management, and
arrived in the mail around February before the race. For
info, tickets for the full three days came in at just under
$400 a person. There are cheaper tickets, especially in
what they call the “popular” grandstands. Some of them
wouldn't be bad seats either. You can also go General
Admission, but I'm glad we didn't do that.

Graphic: Allianz
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1964 Aston Martin DB5

1973 BMW 3.0CSL

When we arrived in Montreal we were surprised how much
the city got into it. There were streets closed off for vendors,
DJ's, streetside bars, car displays - you name it. The streets
that weren't closed were gridlocked each night with every
Lambo and Ferrari for miles around. Everywhere you looked
there were Porsches, Audi R8's, Aston Martins... We even
saw a couple of McLarens and a BMW i8. Montreal parties
hard all weekend. And then on the Sunday evening, just 4
hours after the race finished, it's like a ghost town. I couldn't
believe it. Just us, an empty bar and street sweepers! I don't
know how/why everyone gets out of town so fast, although I
guess if you have to get to work the next day you might bail
early.

The venue itself is excellent, and after hosting it for several
Jackabout
Olsen
decades it's all really well organized. By
We walked
25km
and day,
Photos
Courtesy
Flat-Six.com
and Porsche
AGto
onStory
the first
partly
because
of a dumb decision
to walk
the track that day, and partly because we were trying to see as
much as we could that day. I bought Dr Scholls at the end of
the first day and if I go again I'll buy real running shoes.
Everything I brought for footwear was inadequate. The
Saturday and Sunday we walked about 12km each day, as we
had decided to start making better use of the very good taxis.
Cabs in Montreal are cheap, clean and fast - all the areas
Winnipeg taxis seem to fall down. At the venue the police have
got everything organized and it's super easy to get dropped off
or get a cab out. There is also the Metro (subway) depending
on whereabouts you are and if it works. If you are taking the
Metro, it leaves from the Casino on the island, and I was
advised that to avoid the lines after the race, check your bags
and coats and go have supper at the buffet while you wait.
When you come out you'll get straight on a train. It wasn't an
issue for us though.
On the Friday we tried to basically see as much of the track as
possible and watch the cars from just about everywhere. I'm
glad we had seats though. There are not actually that many
places where a guy with a general admission ticket could
stand. There's a patch of grass at turn one, but you are so low
you wouldn't be able to see much, another patch at the chicane
at turns 6 and 7, and an opportunity for a small number of
people to watch from the side of the main straight (although
it's not a particularly interesting place to watch from once you
get over the speed and the noise). There may be a spot on the
west side of the approach to the hairpin too but I think it's at
ground level so again you won't have a great vantage point.
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There are outdoor lounges to relax in complete with hammocks
and lawn chairs, jazz bands, dj's, all the vendors you could dream
of and lots of food and drink. We enjoyed the full three days at
the track and were never bored. You could watch as much racing
as you wanted or find other things to enjoy. Other classes racing
included Ferrari Challenge (458's), Porsche Cup GT3 racing and
Formula 1600, which were like a junior single seater series.
Sounded like 4 cylinder cars, with skinny tires, open wheels and
no wings. All the cars sounded excellent and caused smiles from
ear to ear. On that note, F1 cars still sound amazing, especially
when decelerating. You can hear all the hybrid stuff recharging
and they downshift so quickly. The sound really doesn't come
across properly on TV at all. I'll definitely try to go back, it was a
superb weekend away.
After the race we and about 10,000 other fans squeezed through a
hole in the fence and ran up the main straight to the podium. We
were able to get there in time for the trophies and champagne,
and afterwards you can get right up to the pit fence and see all the
cars in Parc Fermé and see the pit crews and TV crews packing
stuff up. If we had been there early enough on Thursday,
apparently you can see get in the pits and meet the drivers etc.
After the podium and the pits we walked about half the track
with a couple of beers. We walked a long way actually, mainly
because we couldn't find a way through the fence to get back off
the track. That's another thing of note. You are allowed to bring a
small cooler and you are allowed to bring beers. Just no glass.
And bring a seat cushion, the aluminum bleachers are brutal after
a few hours.
All in all it was a superb weekend. Well organized, decent prices
for beer and food, awesome car content. I'll definitely try to go
again.
Lewis Hamilton. Photo: whtimes.co.uk
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Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines,
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them to the Red River Region Library.
Contact Librarian Lloyd at historian@redriverpca.org

Recent acquisitions.
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Red River Region visits

Of Lumberjacks and Blue Oxen BEMIDJI, MN

Thank you to Rich (Siegert) and Richard (Wansbutter).
They did it again, for the third year in a row: Bemidji 2016.
This year Rich added a new options to the activity list, golf.
Several members took the opportunity and drove down on
Thursday. The remaining group traveled from Winnipeg to
Baudette and met with members from Sioux Lookout.
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After a short lunch break the group
continued to Bemidji. Just before we
reached our destination the sky opened
up and the windshield wipers had to
work overtime.
Rich organized a welcome reception
and outlined the schedule for the
weekend. Our president David
welcomed everyone, especially the
Stensrud’s from the Nord Stern Region
and the Olson’s from the Dakotas
Region in their 356 speedster.

We started on Saturday at 9am, sharp. Rich guided us
through Bemidji’s back yard, the Mississippi Headwaters.
What a great area to spend a day in our Porsches. We had
three stops on the way, Bad Medicine Lake, Walker and
Forestedge Winery. Everyone in the group enjoyed the day,
especially when the sun came out and we were able to open
the roofs. The day ended with a wonderful dinner at our
host hotel, the Double Tree by Hilton.
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The next morning, members met again at the breakfast buffet
and organized their trips back home. Everyone said we have
to do it again. Rich joined us and said he has already plans for
the 2017 edition, can’t wait.
Thanks again to Richard Wansbutter and Rich Siegert for
organizing the event and everyone for coming.
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HOT SHOT

Brad Luff submitted this stunning pic of his 944. Cheers Brad!
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HOT SHOT Michael Silver submitted this fabulous pic of his 911 Turbo. Thanks Michael!
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items personally owned or sought
by the member. No commercial ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and
email address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for space or content.
Members may place multiple ads, but please be respectful of newsletter space by keeping your
ads relevant to the Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of the month
prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be renewed. Terms of sale and all other
aspects of any transaction are the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

986 Boxster front bumper cover. Silver front bumper
cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any base Boxster 9904. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes grill inserts.
Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or similar
dash cam of equivalent value
Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email black986@shaw.ca
PORSCHE Tequipment 911
964 993 968 928 Aero Mirror
Cover Set—Made in Germany
(with embossed Porsche
Crest). From Germany, from
the TEQUIPMENT line long
since discontinued from
Porsche. This is possibly the
only NEW set in existence. Fits
911 (1989-98), 968 (192-95),
928 (1992-95). No compromise to proper fit and finish when it’s
Genuine Porsche. $399. Porscheclub@mac.com

PORSCHE MACAN TURBO Chrome USB Stick PORSCHE
DRIVER'S SELECTION
Stores up to 8GB of data
Retractable USB plug
Chrome finish
LED working headlights
come on when plugged in

PORSCHE Authentic Fuel Jerrycan / Shop Rag Set
MADE IN GERMANY, features red Porsche script lettering
and matching crest. Separate Diesel hose attachment.
Child-proof
protection. E10
Proof. Spill-proof.
M a t c h i n g
r e d / w h i t e
PORSCHE shop
towel/rag.
Original wrap and
packaging with
genuine labels.
Three available to
mix and match
fuel or use for
display purposes
or show. Either
way, you can have them all along with the famous
PORSCHE shop rag that came as standard equipment
with all vintage 911 tool kits. $199 each or all three for
$299. Email porscheclub@mac.com
Direct from Italy for your
PORSCHE interior. Three
jars. One to clean, shine and
protect against environmental
elements; one as a
conditioner and softener, and
one as a color restorer. A
natural based product that
uses no chemicals, colorings,
silicones, waxes or artificial
ingredients. $119 for the set.
Email:porscheclub@mac.com
New OEM genuine Porsche Carrera & Boxster tool
kit. "Special order" chrome-plated.

NEW in original box and
.
packaging.

This tool kit should be in your Porsche as there are
"special" tools specific to each Porsche model. Also
available, a rare brand new 911 930 21-pce tool kit.
Carrera/Boxster tool kit - $399.

$149

Email: porscheclub@mac.com

Wheels rotate

Porscheclub@mac.com

D
L
SO

Bridgestone Potenza tires - 2 high performance
Bridgestone Potenza RE 050, 225 40 R18 tires.
Barely used. Tread has 8/32 left. $200.00 for the
pair. Retail for over $300.00 ea. Contact Paul
Asselin email: paulofto@yahoo.com or call
204-914-4536. Located in East St Paul

REPLICA RUF “Yellow Bird” style alloy wheels.
Set of four - 8x17” and 9x17”, fit narrow
(Carrera) bodied Porsche 911. New condition,
never had tires fitted, rim protectors still in
place. Genuine items from Ruf Canada are
$6,390 (!) for a set. PRICE REDUCED - $2,750
Contact the Editor: newsletter@redriverpca.org

MATRIX 3-Axis Accelerometer
(World's Only Wireless). BRAND
NEW sealed box. Measures 0-60,
1/4 Mile (time & speed), Braking
f o r c e , G - F o r c e , H o r s e p o w e r.
C o r d l e s s .
$ 1 9 9 .
Email:porscheclub@mac.com

DON’T BE SHY!
We’d love to hear about you and your passion for
Porsche! Email the Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org
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President
David Breed
President@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
Gord Favelle
Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
Helmut Waedt
Treasurer@redriverpca.org

Secretary
Richard Wansbutter
Secretary@redriverpca.org

Past President
John Borody
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Julie Bailey
316-655-4058
racylacy944@yahoo.com

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm.
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
Membership@redriverpca.org

Social Chair
Keith Gordon
Socialchair@redriverpca.org

Safety Chair
(Vacant)

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
Historian@redriverpca.org

Webmaster
Andreas Kottschoth
Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen
Newsletter@redriverpca.org
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Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA. The Red
River Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised
herein. The word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of
automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or relationship with the

manufacturer or distributors.

If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

©2012 Porsche Cars Canada, Ltd. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. *Fuel economy based on Transport Canada estimates. Actual mileage and range will vary.

Life, intensified.
The 2016 Porsche Macan is more than just an SUV, because every Porsche is also a
sports car. Outside, the hood stretches sinuously between the wheel arches, lending the
front a broad and powerful presence reminiscent of the legendary Porsche 917. With a
choice of twin-turbo V6 engines producing up to 400hp, you can achieve maximum
performance with moderate fuel consumption. Inside, sports car intimacy blends with
SUV practicality as ergonomic architecture integrates you into the vehicle. Whether in S,
GTS or Turbo versions, the Macan is designed to give you what you’re looking for: that
feeling of being truly alive.

The new Porsche Macan.
660 Pembina Highway
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Tel (204) 284-7521
http://winnipeg.porschedealer.com

